Never content with the ordinary, we seek beyond what already exists, forcing ourselves to find the next step. We take risks, breathing life into the quotidian, mundane objects of our world. We give these objects the integrity that they deserve by introducing our own unique designs into a world of tradition. We owe it to all people, in this generation and those to come, to create innovative pieces that are both impeccably functional and breathtakingly beautiful.

Jangir Maddadi Design Bureau
Jangir Maddadi - founder and creative director.
Jangir Maddadi Design Bureau provide innovative, award-winning design for public and private spaces, interior and exterior. We create unique pieces that are as functional as they are beautiful. Our designs have strength and character and all products are 100% Swedish-made. Each object has its own story, identity and personality.

We design and create to improve. Improve how people feel, act and live in a certain situation or environment. Our designs always aim to imitate natural human movement, rather than to force it into any given shape or form. Imitate and enhance.

Quality is of utmost importance. At Jangir Maddadi Design Bureau we never compromise. High quality is directly related to timelessness. As we maintain a high degree of sturdiness and order, and shy away from the tides of trend, our products can live forever. The sole favourite reading chair as well as the public bench serving thousands of people a day.
The Union Family

jangirmaddadi.com/union

“Union is how it all began. It was the start of my career and is as relevant today. It’s a quintessential Scandinavian design icon”

Jangir Maddadi.

Organic and simple. You will not find another bench quite like this one. The Union Family is a family of benches that manages to both be functional and beautiful - not by adding features or design, but removing it.

The Union bench fits into your environment – whatever size or shape. It’s produced in three casts; one, two and three seaters in either fiberglass or solid concrete.

Additionally, the Union Family also offer variations on its three seater. Straight (named Panorama) or angled.

These benches are bought once and sat on for the next 20 years. Made for public spaces, both in and outdoors – come rain or snow. It never wears down.
The Union Family represents a feeling of freedom. Sit alone or share the space with someone else. You can twist and turn and posture however you feel like. Instead of moving to the next bench down the row, you just face another direction. By yourself.

“Replacing our previous benches with Union increased the number of seated travellers by almost double per square meter. Being able to face different directions, travellers found their own personal space among the crowds. We couldn’t be happier.”

Claudia Ruiz-Vasquez, Aruba Airport.
CUSTOMIZING THE UNION BENCH

As with all Union family orders, the options are yours. Customization requests are welcomed. Options include a 3 seater, 2 seater, 1 seater or flowerpot. All in fiberglass or concrete. Panorama and Yacht are available in fibreglass only. All benches can optionally integrate flower pots. Choose between concrete with wooden seats for the outdoors, or fiberglass with leather for the indoors.

For those who need an indoor and outdoor solution, we developed the Yacht Bench, a combination of fiberglass and teak seating, inspired by yacht design.

UNION YACHT

Base in fiberglass, available in all RAL colors combined with teak seats. Waterproof and suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

UNION CONCRETE

This robust variant withstands all climates around the globe. Base in solid concrete combined with Sibian larch seats. Indestructible and suitable for outdoor use. The concrete is only available in the natural grey color.

UNION LEATHER

Base in fiberglass, available in all RAL colors combined with leather or vinyl seats. Suitable for indoor use only.

The Union family comprise a collection of 3 seater, 2 seater, 1 seater, panorama and flowerpot. Every piece is made-to-order and produced in our company’s home town of Kalmar, Sweden.
Union leather 3 seater placed in the lobby of Nordic Light Hotel in Stockholm. In hotel environments Union is normally appreciated for being functional yet also a design statement.

With the option to choose from dozens of leather and fiberglass options, you can truly make Union your own.
MIB III - HOLLYWOOD

In 2010 Columbia Pictures purchased Union panorama benches for the film Men in Black III. In the film (released in 2011) Union is used in the backdrops of scenes that take place both in the 2010’s and the 1960’s. This decision was a conscience one on the part of Columbia Pictures; Union benches are timeless.

ROYAL AWARD

Jangir Maddadi with His Majesty King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden. Jangir Maddadi received the country’s coveted 2010 Entrepreneur Award when the Union family was considered a global export success. Union is today a natural part of city scenery in Milan, Paris, Sydney, New York, Tokyo and Hong Kong.

INTEGRATED FLOWERPOT

Union flowerpot is a key to the completion of the Union family. Available separately or as an integrated piece on the 2-seater, 3-seater or panorama, the flowerpot give you the option to be creative and dynamic. The strength of the flowerpot design allows it to stand alone or as part of a larger collection.
Union Yacht, inspired by the exclusive fiberglass and teak decked vessels
Compound group placed in Stockholm Arlanda Airport.

“\textit{A set of combinable benches for any environment. Compound is charming, trustable and easy to integrate.}”

Jangir Maddadi

\textbf{SHAPES, MATERIALS \& INFINITE POSSIBILITIES}

The four shapes of compound allows you to create a formation that suits any need. Compound is additionally produced in four materials: concrete, foam, yacht (teak) and leather. Each with its own set of characteristics. Combining these shapes and materials gives you infinite possibilities.

The different shapes of compound complement an existing space with the pinnacle of flexible seating. An investment in functionality that is as relevant for your next room as the current. Combine the modular seating platform into a bespoke arrangement to add capacity to any open space that works with existing infrastructure.
Compound Yacht. Create whatever formation best suited for your environment.

Compound Yacht. Compound adds capacity to any open space.
COMPOUND PODIE

This sculptural piece was first born out of our Compound Collection as an elegant way to present informative materials or signage in hotels, museums, a park or even as a maitre’d stand at restaurants. available in fiberglass and concrete.

A favourite amongst architects, Compound adds function and dynamics to any environment.
FLIGHT

jangirmaddadi.com/flight

Flight is a piece that can’t be missed — literally. Measuring an impressive 155 cm from ground, Flight is a giant public planter, perfect for adding substantial greenery to any open space.

Originally a custom design for the Aruba Airport, inspiration for Flight was drawn from the majestic, streamlined shapes of jet engines.

Flight pots is an excellent method for bringing trees or large plantings into public spaces without the hassle of the more permanent digging process. They may be affixed to the ground upon request.

The greenery is planted in an easily removable capsule within the larger pot. Capsules may be switched out as needed for grooming or plant replacement purposes.

Bring trees and large plants into public spaces without having to do any construction work.
Flight is made in fiberglass – available in all RAL colors – and complements the Jangir Maddadi Design Bureau bench collections.

Flight is a testament to the boundary-breaking forms that Jangir Maddadi Design Bureau is known for.
With Space you can choose to be private in public. The furniture’s dynamic allows you to either interact with the world around you, with the technology in your hand – or the peace in your mind. Space provides a place to sit that is fully equipped with electronic units: it will charge your device, speed up your laptop or completely zone you out from surrounding noise.

Each Space hub is arranged with eight large built-in seats. Each seat is enveloped on both sides, offering the privacy and relaxation you crave in airports, shopping malls, train stations and hotel lounges. Incorporated into each individual seat is also easy-to-access power outlets, for multiple electronic devices.
Space - be private in public.
The Space bench will interact with the users by decreasing the surrounding sound volume once seated, automatically creating a personal space even in the most busy environment. Space can also communicate unique messages to each user in any language: opening hours, special offers or delayed departures, for example. Completely customisable.

It will also send out noise-cancelling audio-waves that shuts out the surrounding buzz.

Each seat has interchangeable textiles, fabrics and colors.

*Add a tree or install a humidifier for better air quality.*

*Space is available in all RAL colors and with teak or leather seats.*
Space can charge your device or zone you out from surrounding noise.
The most comfortable position.
Captain is something between a chair and an armchair. It’s been drawn, shaped, and created in collaboration with chiropractors.

The curved back and high armrests relieves shoulders and arms of any strain. Its wide seat makes it easy to find a comfortable position. Or five.

Captain’s main body is composed of an antibacterial ABS plastic. Soft cushioned seating available in leather or fabric. Natural oak legs. Steel reinforcement.
“Waste bins are only seen as functional, necessary members of society. They should be beautiful, made to last, and made to be seen.”

Jangir Maddadi

Butler bin is available in two sizes. Optimal for home and office, as well as for public spaces.
“What if waste bins were beautiful?”

Butler was never meant to only serve as a waste bin. It’s also an impeccable character showcasing identity and design.

The Butler Bin is a waste bin comprised of a fiberglass outer shell with a simple steel inner skeleton that makes it easy to empty and replace bags. Butler Bin is ideal for home and office settings, as well as shopping centers, hotels, lobbies, museums, university, hospitals and more.

Available in all RAL colors and two sizes:
- Butler: 85 cm/ 3’4” high
- Office Butler: 67 cm/ 2’6” high

A simple steel inner skeleton makes Butler easy to empty.

Office Butler: clear in function, brilliant in form.
An impeccable character showcasing identity and design.
**BUTLER FLOWERPOT**

As part of the Butler family, we also created a flower pot. A full-standing planter, the Butler Flowerpot can be used for both indoor and outdoor greenery.

The Butler flowerpot is offered in two different sizes: Butler flowerpot mini 67 cm/ 2'6" high and Butler flowerpot large 85 cm/ 3'4" high.
Manufactured by Swedish Yacht-builders, solid teak meets a wave-length pattern carefully carved into the tabletop. Its geometrical, almost futuristic, legs reminds us of the neverending relationship between man and nature.

The Grace collection is available in two tabletop sizes and two types of legs. The straight leg is adjustable in height.

Grace coffee table is 50 cm diameter
Grace table is 90 cm diameter

The Grace tabletop is also available in Ash without wave-length patterns.

Grace has got a calming effect on its surrounding.
A yacht tradition. Solid teak meets a wave-length pattern carefully carved into the tabletop.
Droid rests on historic Swedish design tradition while also glancing at future time and space.
Excellent ability to render an object’s color exactly how it appears in natural light.

DROID

jangirmaddadi.com/droid

The genius of Droid derives from its ability to take on a retro robotic shape while commanding the presence of the room. Form and function work together to create a lamp that is both light source and sculpture.

Droid is currently available in three materials: white coated steel, black coated steel, and a beautifully rustic oxidized steel.

Droid is offered in a 220/110 voltage switching power supply to cater to our clients all over the world. Moreover, this lamp features dimmer-controlled light sources in both the front and the rear, giving the user complete control over the light amount and style.

Form and function.
Dimmer-controlled light sources in both the front and the rear.

Droid is available in strong, high quality materials of either <MISSING> or coated steel. Long-lasting LED electrical circuitry gives this lamp a Color Rendering Index (CRI) of 96, proving its excellent ability to render an object’s color exactly how it appears in warm, natural light.

Leather feet avoids unwanted scratches on the floor.

Droid in beautifully rustic oxidized steel.
Commanding the presence of the room.
Swarm has quickly become a favourite amongst restaurants and bars.

Swarm

jangirmaddadi.com/swarm

The Swarm Lamps connects modern lighting design with the deeply respected woodworking process of Scandinavia. It is the creativity of the future and an homage to a simpler past.

Whether you see fireflies in a forest, a cluster of honeybees, or a watch of nightingales, the Swarm Lamp is up for your interpretation. It is the archetype of the flying organism.

Warm, high-quality light. Dimmer controlled. 220/120 V. Adjustable positioning and height.

Swarm is as much of a statement alone as in a group of ten.
Fireflies in a forest.
Swarm is an homage to the woodworking traditions of Scandinavia.
Swarm was honoured to be selected as nr.1 in lighting design in Milan 2013.